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Our Favorite Books
Good Night, Mouse! - Jed Henry
Hickory Dickory Dock—Keith Baker
Mouse Was Mad - Linda Urban
Mouse Paint - Ellen Stoll Walsh
The Lion and the Mouse - B. Watts
The Mitten - Jan Brett
Hide and Squeak - H. Frederick
Mommy, Where Are You? - L. Gore
Help! - Holly Keller
Mice on Ice - Rebecca Emberley

Our Favorite Songs
“The Mice Go Marching” by Hap
Palmer on Rhythms on Parade CD
“Hickory, Dickory...Crash!” by Super
Simple Learning on Super Simple
Songs-Animals CD
“Oleanna” by Laurie Berkner on
Victor Vito CD

Baby Mice
Where are the baby mice? (hand over brow)
Squeak, squeak, squeak. (bring hands to ear)
I cannot not see them, (cover eyes)
Peek, peek, peek. (peek through fingers)
Here they come from the hole in the wall.
One, two, three, four, five,

(lift one finger at a time)
That's all! (hands open, palms up)

Little Mouse
Hide & Seek
Make a piece of
cheese by using a hole
punch to punch holes
in a piece of paper.
Pretend to be a little
mouse and take turns
hiding & looking for it!
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Ice Cream Mouse
Put one scoop of ice cream in a muffin
liner. Add two wafer cookies for ears,
raisins or candies for eyes and the nose
(m&ms, smarties, or cinnamon candies
work well) and a piece of string licorice
for the tail. What a sweet treat!
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Get ready to read by…
Making up silly songs. Make up a song that describes what your
child is doing (Wash, wash, wash your hands). Use tunes that are
familiar to your child. Say some real and nonsense words to see if
your child can pick out the silly words.
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